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NSA scandal

Snowden confirms wish to address MEPs; EP must take into account

NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden has confirmed in writing that he is prepared to answer questions
from the European Parliament's inquiry into the revelations of mass surveillance by intelligence services.
He will at least respond in writing, possibly also via a recorded video message. The Greens welcomed the
confirmation and insisted that the EP must immediately move to facilitate this, with Green justice and
home affairs spokesperson Jan Philipp Albrecht stating:

"The confirmation that Edward Snowden is willing to answer questions in the context of the EP's inquiry is a
significant and positive development. To conclude the inquiry without testimony from its key witness would
render the process clearly incomplete. We would urge those centre-right MEPs that have hitherto resisted
giving Snowden a hearing to drop their resistance. We will request an additional, extraordinary meeting of the
EP inquiry before a vote is taken on its final report, with a view to ensuring the testimony can be taken into
account.

"It is clear that Edward Snowden will only be able to give us comprehensive information if he can be
guaranteed a safe stay in Europe for a later in-depth testimony. Next week, the EP's civil liberties committee
will decide if the European Parliament will call on EU governments to grant such protection. The Greens have
pushed for this and continue to urge all political groups to support the move."
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